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A hydrogen sensor is reported in which a small piezoelectric-sound-resonance-cavity~PSRC! is
used as the sensing element. Detection utilizes sound resonance and acoustic property differences
between H2 and air as a sensing mechanism. Changes in H2 concentration result in a shift of the
sound-resonance state of the PSRC. Preliminary experiments have demonstrated a sensitivity limit
of 8 ppm, a fast response time;1.5 second, and detection capabilities over a broad concentration
range 1025,n,0.2. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1586994#
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Gas sensors have been developed for a wide rang
air-borne hazardous species, including flammable and t
gases. Current solid-state gas sensors can be classified
three types based upon their sensing mechanism,1–6 includ-
ing: ~i! Semiconducting ceramics that use electronic cond
tivity ~i.e., surface resistivity!, ~ii ! solid electrolytes that use
ionic conductivity, and~iii ! solid-state dielectrics that us
capacitance. The response times of these solid-state gas
sors are quite slow, dependent upon the equilibrium ads
tion of gases onto solid surfaces. They often can detect
presence of a gas; however, they have compromised si
sensitivity to gas concentrations and reduced response ti
They are not useful for rapid quantitative detection ove
significant concentration range.

Also, solid-state ceramic gas sensors often require r
tively high operational temperatures~150 to 500 °C!, making
them unsuitable for the detection of flammable gases
liquids. As an alternative, polymer-based gas sensors h
been developed which use an admittance~capacitance and
conductance! detection method.7,8 These types of solid-stat
gas sensors can be operated at room temperature. How
they have very slow response times, as the admitta
changes are dependent upon adsorption of gas species
polymer surfaces. Again, they lack rapid, quantitative det
tion capabilities.

There are other alternative solid-state sensors ba
upon ~i! optical/photoacoustic properties,~ii ! surface acous-
tic waves,~iii ! palladium mesowire,~iv! piezoelectric, and
~v! microelectromechanical systems~semiconducting!
mechanisms. The main problems associated with these t
of sensors are a H2 saturation problem, and/or a very lo
operational temperature~i.e., photoacoustic gas sensor!.9–17

Clearly, other types of gas sensors are needed w
have enhanced sensitivity, quicker response times, and q
titative detection capabilities over a wider concentrat
range for H2 leak detection, such as health monitoring
aerospace fuel tanks, in which H2 is a known detected gas
The acoustic properties of gases have been used as a se
mechanism for air pollutions18 and humidity detection~using
surface acoustic wave!.19 We will show that it is also a good
sensing mechanism for H2 detection, as there are significa
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differences in the sound speeds, mass densities, and aco
impedances between H2 and air.

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of a PSRC sensor. T
disk-type piezoelectric thin layers are placed at each end
small cavity ~cylindrical type!, in which one piezoelectric
film has a center hole. One of the piezoelectric films is us
to produce a bending vibration under a small applied ac v
age signal (Vac), forcing the air in the cavity to vibrate. A
resonance, the air will be in a standing wave sound re
nance state. The second piezoelectric element at the opp
end of the cavity acts as a sensing element, capable of m
toring the changes of both the acoustic intensity (DI ) and
frequency of the standing wave (D f ). The piezoelectric sen
sor will produce a voltage signal (Vs) and phase signal (Ps)
which are proportional toDI andD f .

The resonance frequency of a cavity containing air o
nominal composition is

f 05KCair , ~1!

whereK is a geometric parameter related to the structure
size of the cavity, andCair is air sound velocity. When H2
enters the cavity, supposing the H2 concentration percentag
to be n ~n is a small quantity!, and the air concentration
percentage to be (12n), the average density of the air an
hydrogen gas can be estimated asr̄5nrH2

1(12n)rair . Ac-
cording to ideal gas laws, the average sound velocity of
air and hydrogen gas isC̄'Cair /A12n ~when n!1). As a

FIG. 1. Illustration of the concept of the PSRC sensor. The bottom pie
driver produces a standing wave sound-resonance state in the cavi
PSRC. The top sound-sensor senses the changes of both acoustic int
~I! and frequency (f o) of the standing wave caused by H2 gas.
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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result, the resonance frequency shift and acoustic chara
istic impedance change of the cavity caused by H2 are

D f 05K~C̄2Cair!'
n

223n/2
KCair ~2!

D~rC!5 r̄C̄2rairCair'n@~11n/2!rH2
2rair/2#Cair .

~3!

The resonance frequency shiftD f 0 and acoustic characteris
tic impedance changeD(rC) are thus directly proportiona
to the H2 concentrationn when H2 concentrationn is a small
quantity.

Suppose that the piezoelectric driving element is op
ated at a constant vibration velocity, which causes the
particles to vibrate at a constant average speedye in the
cavity. As a result, any change in the acoustic character
impedance,D(rC), will cause a change in acoustic intensi
radiation (DI ):

DI 5D~rC!ye
2. ~4!

@Note, D(rC) is a negative value becauserH2
!rair .] Ac-

cording to Eq.~4!, a cavity containing a gas of low acoust
impedance will result in a lower acoustic intensity radiati
if the gas particles vibrate at a constant average speedye .
Because the voltage signalVs induced from the sensing ele
ment is ;DI and DI;n @by Eqs. ~3! and ~4!#, a small
change in H2 concentrationn will produce a near linearly
proportional change inVs . Consequently, there exists a d
rect linear signal between the acoustic properties of the c
ity and the H2 concentration there within, which can be me
sured by the voltage output from a piezoelectric sens
element. The air acoustic speed and mass density are 33
and 1.29 kg/m3, whereas these of H2 are 1280 m/s and 0.08
kg/m3, respectively. This big difference in acoustic propert
offers significant potential to detect changes in H2 concen-
tration with high sensitivity.

A PSRC prototype gas sensor with an operational
quency of 4.7 kHz was built, as shown in Fig. 1. This pr
totype consisted of two PZT thin layers with a diameter o
mm and a thickness of 100 microns, and a plastic cavity o
mm in diameter and 3 mm in height. An effective method
operate a PSRC sensor is at 90° or290° phase state unde
constant frequency conditions. When H2 enters the cavity, a
phase shift,DPs , of the resonance state will occur. H2 also
will result in an acoustic impedance change, which can
detected as a voltage changeDVs .

The response of the PSRC sensor to changes in H2 con-
centration was determined in a H2 test chamber. A small ac
~4.794 kHz! voltage signal of 0.1Vrms was used to drive a
piezoelectric element at one end of the cavity. A lock-in a
plifier was used to monitor the signal from the sensing e
ment of the PSRC sensor. The temperature and relative
midity were held constant in the test chamber.
characterize the PSRC sensors capability of quantitative
tection, the H2 concentration in test chamber was varied ov
a wide concentration range from 1026,n,0.2.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the sensor output phase ang
and voltage for the PSRC prototype as a function of2

concentration. The H2 concentration growth rate was he
constant atDn/Dt50.091 (ppm/sec). In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!,
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is s
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it can be seen that both the voltage and phase angle
detect changes in H2 concentration of less than 10 ppm~;8
ppm!. Above this sensitivity limit, the voltage and phase ou
put were both found to be linear functions of H2 concentra-
tion. For example, an H2 concentration change of 42 ppm
resulted in a phase shift of 0.113° and a voltage change
20.16 mV. These correspond to relative changes
DPs /Ps051.3431023 and DVs /Vs0527.131023, where
Po5284.412 andVs0522.6 mV.

The performance of the prototype PSRC sensor w
evaluated over wider and higher H2 concentration ranges:~i!
0–4000 ppm and~ii ! 0%–10%. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show
the voltage and phase angle as a function of time over
intermediate H2 concentration range. The concentration w
increased by 670 ppm/step, using a total of six steps an
total H2 concentration change of 4025 ppm. This resulted
a maximum total phase shift of 2.07° and a voltage chang
20.206 mV. The corresponding relative changes

FIG. 2. PSRC sensor~a! phase and~b! voltage as a function of H2 concen-
tration at low concentration of H2 (H2 generation by electrochemica
method!. Constant circumstance temperature and humidity: 16 °C and 3
respectively.

FIG. 3. Measurements in the H2 concentration range of 0 to 4000 ppm:~a!
voltage and~b! phase as a function of time for the PSRC sensor,~c! voltage
as a function of time for the conventional ceramic gas sensor~Riken Keiki,
Model SD-70!. Constant circumstance temperature and humidity: 16 °C
31%, respectively.
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DPs /Ps052.3231022 andDVs /Vs0528.4831023, where
Ps05289.06° andVs0524.30 mV. The various impulse
signals in Fig. 3~a! are due to the step-wise manner in whi
the H2 concentration was increased. Figure 3~c! shows the
H2 concentration as a function of time, determined usin
conventional semiconducting ceramic sensor. Even tho
H2 was introduced into the test chamber in a step-wise m
ner, its time-dependent response was smooth. This refl
the fact that its response time is significantly longer than
time differential between steps in the H2 concentration.

Figure 4 shows the voltage and phase angle as a func
of H2 concentration. The voltage and phase angle can
seen to be proportional to the H2 concentration over a wide
concentration range of 631024,n,0.1. This resulted in a
maximum total phase shift of;75° and a voltage change o
;220 mV. ~As a comparison, the semiconductor ceram
sensor became saturated and its voltage independent o2

concentration forn>8.331023). Theoretically, the gas in
the cavity may be H2 of 100%. The response time of th
PSRC sensor to H2 concentration changes was very rap
typically, it is about 1.5 s~see Fig. 5!. Note, the cavity of
PSRC sensor should be kept at a constant temperature
humidity condition, as it is also sensitive to these variatio

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a PSRC concep
H2 sensing which uses sound resonance and acoustic p
erty differences of gases as a sensing mechanism. It
compact, robust, and light weight sensor. It has very l
working voltages~,100 mV! and extremely low-power con
sumptions~,100 mW!. Investigations of a PSRC prototyp
have demonstrated a sensitivity limit of 8 ppm, a fast
sponse time;1.5 second, and a signal~phase and voltage!
that is a linear function of H2 concentration in the low con

FIG. 4. Voltage and phase as a function of H2 concentration for the PSRC
sensor in the concentration range of 631024,n,0.2. Constant circum-
stance temperature and humidity: 16 °C and 32%, respectively.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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centration range, and that is also proportional to H2 concen-
tration over a wide range of H2 concentrations between 8
31026,n,0.2.
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